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A 9 AÊ Resolution X-Ray Crystallographic Map
of the Large Ribosomal Subunit
All of the current information on the ribosome struc-
ture derives from physical and chemical methods capa-
ble of producing relatively low-resolution information.
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In the 1970s, the shape and quaternary organizationJoachim Frank,4,5 Peter B. Moore,1,2
of ribosomes were illuminated by electron microscopyand Thomas A. Steitz1,2,3,7
(EM) (Oakes et al., 1986; Stoeffler and Stoeffler-Meilicke,1Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry
1986), and by the end of the 1980s, the positions of all2Department of Chemistry
of the proteins in the 30S subunit and many of the pro-3Howard Hughes Medical Institute
teins in the 50S subunit had been determined by neutronYale University
scattering (Capel et al., 1987; May et al., 1992). RecentNew Haven, Connecticut 06520-8114
advances in single-particle cryo-EM have led to three-4Wadsworth Center
dimensional reconstructions of the Escherichia coli 70SNew York State Department of Health
ribosome and its complexes with tRNAs and elongationAlbany, New York 12201-0509
factors at resolutions between 15 and 25 AÊ (Frank et al.,5Department of Biomedical Sciences
1995a, 1995b; Stark et al., 1995, 1997a, 1997b; AgrawalState University of New York
et al., 1996; Zhu et al., 1997; Malhotra et al., 1998).Albany, New York 12201-0509
Detailed models of the conformation of 16S RNA in the6Department of Biology
small subunit have been proposed based on this kindBrookhaven National Laboratory
of structural information and RNA footprinting data (Mal-Upton, New York 11973
hotra and Harvey, 1994; Noller et al., 1995; Mueller and
Brimacombe, 1997a, 1997b; Mueller et al., 1997). While
these models integrate much of the structural and func-
Summary tional information available on the ribosome, studies of
other, less complicated enzymes leave little doubt that
The 50S subunit of the ribosome catalyzes the pepti- only high-resolution crystal structures of the ribosome
dyl-transferase reaction of protein synthesis. We have will yield accurate models that are sufficiently detailed
generated X-ray crystallographic electron density maps so that the mechanisms of processes such as substrate
of the large ribosomal subunit from Haloarcula maris- recognition, peptide bond formation, and translocation
mortui at various resolutions up to 9 AÊ using data can be fully understood.
from crystals that diffract to 3 AÊ . Positioning a 20 AÊ Ada Yonath and coworkers made a seminal contribu-
resolution EM image of these particles in the crystal tion to the quest for a high-resolution structure of the
lattice produced phases accurate enough to locate ribosome by obtaining the first crystals of ribosomes
the bound heavy atoms in three derivatives using dif- and of ribosomal subunits, and by discovering crystals
ference Fourier maps,thus demonstrating the correct- of the Haloarcula marismortui large subunit that diffract
ness of the EM model and its placement in the unit beyond 3 AÊ resolution (Yonath et al., 1980; Shevack et
al., 1985; van Bohlen et al., 1991; Franceschi et al., 1993).cell. At 20 AÊ resolution, the X-ray map is similar to the
This accomplishment established that, in principle, anEM map; however, at 9 AÊ it reveals long, continuous,
atomic level structure of the ribosome can be deter-but branched features whose shape, diameter, and
mined using X-ray crystallography. However, the pub-right-handed twist are consistent with segments of
lished electron density maps of the H. marismortui 50Sdouble-helical RNA that crisscross the subunit.
subunit, which were based on X-raydiffraction data from
crystals derivatized by heavy atom cluster compounds,Introduction
do not show the continuous density features expected
(Schlunzen et al., 1995). For this reason, we decided toIn all organisms, messenger-directed protein synthesis
pursue a strategy that depends on using EM maps tois catalyzed by ribonucleoprotein particles called ribo-
phase the X-raydiffraction dataat low resolution in ordersomes. Bacterial ribosomes sediment at about 70S and
to assist in the location of heavy atoms, as Harrison andconsist of two nonequivalent subunits: a small, 30S sub-
coworkers did in their crystallographic studies of tomatounit and a large, 50S subunit. The latter has a molecular
bushy stunt virus more than 20 years ago (Jack et al.,mass of about 1.5 3 106 Da and catalyzes peptide bond
1975).formation, possibly functioning as a ribozyme (Noller et
Although many high-resolution crystal structures ofal., 1992). The 50S subunit contains a 2900 nt RNA and
spherical viruses, which are larger than the ribosome,
a 120 nt RNA and about 33 different proteins (Wittmann-
have been determined during the last two decades, the
Liebold, 1986). If the structure of this macromolecular
structure of the ribosome presents a more formidable
assembly and its substrate complexes were solved at problem because it combines large size with lack of
atomic resolution, a significant increase in the under- symmetry. The high symmetry of viruses helped their
standing of the mechanism of protein synthesis would structure determination in two ways: the asymmetric
result, as well as valuable insights into RNA structure unit of a virus crystal is only a small fraction of the entire
and RNA±protein interactions. particle; furthermore, averaging of the identical subunits
in the asymmetric unit results in stunning map improve-
ment even if the initial heavy atom phased map is poor7 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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(Rossmann, 1995). However, averaging cannot be used
when there is only a single 1.5 million molecular weight
particle in the asymmetric unit. In order to obtain mea-
surable diffraction differences from heavy atoms bound
to such a large asymmetric structure, a very large num-
ber of single heavy atoms must be bound. As an ap-
proach to this problem, heavy atom cluster compounds,
which scatter like super heavy atoms at very low resolu-
tion but become decreasingly effective at modestly
higher resolutions, have been used to increase the size
of intensity differences greatly (Ladenstein et al., 1987;
O'Halloran et al., 1987; Thygesen et al., 1996; Knablein
et al., 1997; Neuefeind et al., 1997). Whatever heavy
atom compounds are used, the essential first step in Figure 1. Resolution Estimation of EM Reconstruction of the HM
50S Subunitsolving the crystal structure of the ribosome is to locate
Nominal resolution is 20 AÊ for a FSC cut-off level 0.5 (BoÈ ttcher etcorrectly and model bound heavy atoms in severalderiv-
al., 1997). FSC: SR[F1(R) F2(R)]/(SR|F1(R)|2SR|F2(R)|2)1/2, where R is theatized ribosome crystals, which we have now success-
shell radius in Fourier space; F1 and F2 are Fourier transforms offully achieved.
3D structures calculated from two randomly divided subsets of the
We present here X-ray crystallographically deter- available EM projection data. The summation is carried over shells
mined electron density maps of the H. marismortui large in Fourier space.
ribosomal subunit calculated at resolutions between 20
AÊ and 9 AÊ ; they begin tounveil the moleculararchitecture
derived from 13,170 images of individual particles takenthat underlies this large, ribonucleoproteincomplex. The
at two levels of defocus under ionic conditions similarX-ray maps were calculated using phases determined
to those used for crystal growth. H. marismortui imageby multiple isomorphous replacement and anomalous
orientations were determined initially by comparisonscattering (MIRAS) from three heavy atom derivatives.
with images computed from the E. coli 50S reconstruc-Important to the success of this study was the molecular
tion just described, and then refined. Figure 1 shows thereplacement of a 20 AÊ resolution EM map into the crystal
dependence of the Fourier shell correlation coefficientcell, which provided initial phases for low-resolution re-
(FSC) of this reconstruction as a function of resolutionflections. Using these EM-derived phases, it was possi-
(BoÈ ttcher et al., 1997). In an ideal reconstruction, theble to locate the high-occupancy sites in heavy atom-
FSC would be 1.0 out to some limiting value and wouldderivatized crystals in difference Fourier maps and thus
then fall to 0. In this case, it begins to fall below 1.0 atto initiate the process of heavy atom refinement. The
about 50 AÊ resolution, reaches 0.5 at 20 AÊ resolution,X-ray map calculated at 20 AÊ resolution shares many
and is nonzero to nearly 12 AÊ . Thus, while the nominalfeatures with the 20 AÊ resolution EM map, but the region
resolution of this map is 20 AÊ , it clearly contains usefulbelieved to contain ribosomal protein L1 is oriented
information to higher resolution (see below).differently. Although protein cannot be clearly distin-
guished from RNA at 9 AÊ resolution, the map contains
Molecular Replacementmany continuously connected and branched densities,
Using modified forms of the molecular replacement pro-which areabout 20 AÊ in diameter in many places, consis-
cedures implemented by the computer programs X-PLORtent with their representing an RNA double helix. Further,
and CNS, EM reconstructions of the large ribosomala right-handed twist arising from duplex backbone can
subunit were positioned in the crystal unit cell with goodbe seen. Thus, we believe that a critical step has been
packing. The crystals of Haloarcula marismortui largetaken on the path leading to an electron density map of
ribosomal subunits (HM 50S) used in this study werethe large ribosomal subunit that can be interpreted in
grown following procedures described by Yonath andatomic detail.
coworkers (van Bohlen et al., 1991). They areorthorhom-
bic, space group C2221, and with unit cell dimensions
of: a 5 210, b 5 300, c 5 570 AÊ . Although these crystalsResults
diffract to better than 3.5 AÊ resolution, the data used
for this study were measured to 7.0 AÊ resolution atElectron Microscopic Images
Two electron microscopic reconstructions of large ribo- Brookhaven National Laboratory (Table 1).
After rigid body refinement, the best molecular re-somal subunits were used in the course of this work. The
50S subunit reconstruction used initially was abstracted placement solution found for EC 50S had an R factor of
0.45 and a correlation coefficient of 0.43 for reflectionsfrom a 23 AÊ resolution map of the intact 70S ribosome
from E. coli (Frank et al., 1995a) using a lower resolution between 60 and 30 AÊ resolution. The resulting unit cell
packing shows no unacceptable contacts or overlapsmap of the E. coli 30S ribosomal subunit (Lata et al.,
1996) as a guide to determine the location of the bound- between subunits. Subsequently, when the HM 50S EM
reconstruction became available, the rotation and trans-ary between the 50S and 30S subunits. Subsequently,
a reconstruction of isolated large ribosomal subunits lation searches were repeated and the same packing
solution was obtained (Figure 2). Encouragingly, the sig-from H. marismortui was done (see Experimental Proce-
dures) because it was deemed more appropriate for nal-to-noise ratio was better in all steps (Table 2); the
R factor was lower (0.39) and the correlation coefficientthese crystallographic studies. That reconstruction was
Crystal Structure of the 50S Ribosomal Subunit
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Table 1. Summary of Molecular Replacement Statistics
Direct Rotation Search (25.0±80.0 AÊ )
Correct False
Solution (RF) Peak (RF) S/N
H. marismortui 0.18 0.15 1.2
E. coli 0.20 0.22 0.92
PC Refinement of the Rotation Function Solutions (25.0±80.0 AÊ )
H. marismortui 0.14 0.074 1.9
E. coli 0.14 0.087 1.6
Translation Search (25.0±80.0 AÊ )
Correct False
Solution (E2E2) Peak (E2E2) S/N
H. marismortui 0.48 0.36 1.33
E. coli 0.44 0.35 1.26
Final Statistics (60.0±30.0 AÊ ; 360 reflections)
Correlation
R factor Coefficient
H. marismortui 0.39 0.51
E. coli 0.45 0.43
E2E2, Patterson correlation coefficient, where E is a normalized
structure factor as defined in X-PLOR; S/N, signal to noise; RF,
Rotation function value as defined in X-PLOR; R factor, Shkl(||Fobshkl| 2
|Fcalchkl||)/|Fobshkl|, where |Fobshkl| and |Fcalchkl| are the observed
and calculated structure factor amplitudes. Figure 2. The Packing of H. marismortui 50S Subunits in the Ortho-
rhombic Unit Cell Viewed Approximately down Its a Axis
The eight subunits related by crystallographic symmetry are shown
in different colors. Less extensive crystallographic contacts are
was higher (0.51). Both of these packing studies were formed betweensubunits colored green and orange, while green/red
done using step function representations of EM maps and orange/lavender subunit pairs have extensive contact surfaces.
(see Experimental Procedures) similar to the procedures
described by Podjarni and Urzhumtsev (1997). Even bet-
ter phases resulted when continuous EM-determined We were able to verify simultaneously both the cor-
rectness of the molecular replacement solution shownelectron density was positioned in the unit cell. The W18
difference Fourier peak increased from 13 s to 14 s (see in Figure 2 as well as our interpretations of derivative
difference Patterson maps by calculating differencebelow) while the R factor decreased from 44% to 41%
for the 1322 reflectionsbetween 100 and 20 AÊ resolution. electron density maps, using EM-derived phases. For
example, a difference Fourier map of the W18 derivativeHM 50S subunits pack in this C-centered, orthorhom-
biccell in tight pairs that are related by a crystallographic calculated using X-ray amplitudes between 35 and 14
AÊ resolution and phases derived from the EC 50S recon-2-fold axis parallel to the b direction. The L7/L12 regions
of subunits related by that dyad axis interact with each struction contained a 6 s peak at the expected position,
whereas a similar map calculated using phases derivedother at the interface between the two subunits. There
are only weak contacts between molecules related by from the HM 50S reconstruction showed a 13 s peak
(Figure 3b). The dramatic improvement in the signal-to-the crystallographic 2-fold axis along the a axis of the
unit cell. noise ratio obtained using the HM 50S reconstruction
shows that it is a significantly more accurate representa-
tion of the subunits in these crystals.Heavy Atom Derivatives
The positions of the major heavy atom binding sites in To examine the resolution limit of phasing provided
by EM reconstructions, difference isomorphous Fourierthe three different derivatives were found using differ-
ence Patterson maps as well as difference electron den- maps were calculated at various resolution ranges and
the heights of the heavy atom peaks compared. Thesity maps, calculated with EM-derived phases. The first
derivative obtained was prepared by soaking crystals peak in Figure 3b remained the strongest peak in a
difference map calculated using data between 18 andin solutions containing an 18-atom tungsten cluster
compound (W18). The position of the highest occupancy 14 AÊ , suggesting that the EM map is still generating
useful phase information at this resolution, which is sig-W18 binding site was evident in the three Harker sec-
tions of a 14 AÊ resolution difference Patterson map, nificantly higher than its nominal 20 AÊ resolution, consis-
tent with Figure 1.which contained correlated peaks at about twice the
noise level. Recently, data were recollected from this A second heavy atom derivative containing a bound
W11 compound produced difference Patterson maps inderivative with the X-ray wavelength set to the tungsten
absorption edge, and the combined isomorphous and which one major site could be identified, and several
additional sites were found in difference Fourier maps.anomalous difference Patterson map calculated con-
tained 7 s peaks in the same positions (Figure 3a). The major sites of a third derivative, prepared using a
Cell
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Table 2. Data Collection and Phasing Statistics
Data Collection
Native W18 W11 Ta
Soaking time 6 days 2 days 5 days
Cluster concentration (mM) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Wavelength (AÊ ) 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.25
Resolution 100±7.2 100±7.0 100±7.0 100±7.0
Observations
Total 98,000 204,087 191,540 15,1534
Unique 26,324 50,576 57,103 56,172
Completeness 98.3 92.7 99.2 94.2
Rsym 11.1 4.5 5.2 5.5
No. Sites 7 12 10
Riso 23.9 27.3 19.5
I/sI (highest resolution bin) 11.1 (2.8) 31.7 (13.8) 24.4 (7.7) 21.6 (9.4)
MIRAS Phasing Statistics
Resolution Shells (AÊ )Ðz6400 Reflections per Bin
Total
90.0 14.2 11.3 9.9 9.0 (25,540 reflections)
W18
Phasing power 1.28 1.13 0.77 0.56 1.10
Rcullis (centric) 0.67 0.78 0.87 0.91 0.72
W11
Phasing power 1.4 1.2 0.85 0.63 1.15
Rcullis (centric) 0.65 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.70
Ta
Phasing power 0.83 0.84 0.64 0.58 0.75
Rcullis (centric) 0.79 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.83
Mean figure of merit 0.82 0.71 0.54 0.43 0.63
Riso: S|FPH2FP|/SFPH, where FPH and FP are the derivative and the native structure factor amplitudes, respectively. Rsym: SSi|I(h)2I(h)i|/SSiI(h)i, where
I(h) is the mean intensity. Phasing power: rms isomorphous difference divided by the rms residual lack of closure. Rcullis: S(||FPH2FP|2|FH(calc)||)/
S|FPH2FP|, where FPH is the structure factor of the derivative and FP is that of the native data. The summation is valid only for centric reflections.
tantalum cluster compound, were identified by a combi- with a similar rendering of a 20 AÊ resolution map derived
from X-ray data alone (Figure 4b) shows that both struc-nation of anomalous and isomorphous difference Fou-
rier maps. tures have the same overall shape and density features.
The resolution of the X-ray map appears substantiallyThe positions and occupancies of bound clusters
were refined as rigid bodies by maximum likelihood higher, however, presumably because the amplitudes of
its high-resolution components are larger. Nevertheless,methods to minimize the lack of closure, and phases
were calculated using multiple isomorphous replace- most of the structural characteristics of the large ribo-
somal subunit previously visualized by EM reconstruc-ment and anomalous scattering (MIRAS). Using these
phases, more accurate difference Fourier maps were tion (Frank et al., 1995a) and identified biochemically
by immunoelectron microscopy (Oakes et al., 1986) arecomputed that revealed the locations of numerous minor
cluster binding sites in all three derivatives. Using the easily recognized (Figures 4b and 4c). The most obvious
differences involve the region of the 50S subunit knownpositions of the major and minor heavy atom binding
sites, difference Patterson maps were computed that to include ribosomal protein L1 and a region where the
50S subunit contacts the small subunit. The X-ray mapmatch the major features in the corresponding experi-
mental difference Patterson maps (Figure 3a). The phas- suggests that the positions of these protrusions are
shifted in the crystal, which may mean that these do-ing power of each of the three derivatives and the aver-
age figure of merit examined as a function of resolution mains are capable of adopting several different confor-
mations.suggest that the quality of the MIRAS phasing is excel-
lent to 12.5 AÊ but drops significantly beyond 9 AÊ . For Comparison of sections through the crystallographic
unit cell taken from maps computed using X-ray intensi-this reason, a 9 AÊ resolution electron density map was
calculated using MIRAS phasing from all three deriva- ties and either EM-derived phases (Figure 5b) or X-ray-
derived phases (Figure 5a) show some similar featurestives.
of continuous electron density. Since these two maps
have only the X-ray amplitudes in common, we concludeThe Structure of the 50S Subunit
The X-ray crystallographically derived electron density that both the EM and the X-ray-derived phases are basi-
cally correct.map of the H. marismortui large ribosomal subunit re-
sembles the electron microscopic reconstruction of the X-ray electron density maps calculated at 14 AÊ (Fig-
ures 6a and 6b) and 9 AÊ resolution (Figures 4c, 4d, andsame particle. Comparison of a surface rendering of the
HM 50S EM 20 AÊ resolution reconstruction (Figure 4a) 6c) show long, continuous rods of electron density that
Crystal Structure of the 50S Ribosomal Subunit
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have made no attempt to assign density to protein sepa-
rately from RNA, since the resolution is insufficient.
Among the features visible on the side facing the 30S
subunit, several protrusions are seen whose locations
suggest that they furnish some of the intersubunit brid-
ges observed in the cryo-EM map of the E. coli 70S
ribosome (Frank et al., 1995a, 1995b).
Discussion
We concludethat cryo-EM reconstructions of single par-
ticles can be used to phase the X-ray diffraction ampli-
tudes of crystals of macromolecular assemblies in order
to locate bound heavy atoms in derivative crystals. It is
clear that the EM maps obtained from H. marismortui
are excellent representations of the 50S subunit in the
crystals studied here. Further, since the 20 AÊ resolution
maps generated using either EM or X-ray-derived phases
are similar, both methods must be producing correct
structures at this resolution. In contrast, our all-X-ray
map does not resemble the previously published X-ray
electron density map of the H. marismortui large ribo-
somal subunit, which had a nominal resolution at 7 AÊ ,
nor is the packing of subunits in the unit cell described
here the same as that deduced in that study from a
solvent flattened map (Schlunzen et al., 1995).
The EM reconstruction of the large subunit from H.
marismortui is a significantly better model for the sub-
unit in these crystals than the EM map of the 50S subunit
carved out of the reconstruction of the 70S ribosome
from E. coli, as judged by molecular replacement statis-
tics and by the increase in size of the difference Fourier
peak for the W18 cluster. There are several possible
explanations for the differences between these two EM
maps. Perhaps the most likely is that the structures
of the eubacterial and archaebacterial ribosomes are
significantly different at low resolution, as the sequence
differences between their RNAs and proteins might im-
Figure 3. Heavy Atom Locations Determined by Difference Pat- ply (Wittmann-Liebold et al., 1990; Woese, 1996). It is
terson and Difference Fourier Maps
also possible that there are conformational differences
(a) The three Harker sections from a combined isomorphous-anoma-
between isolated 50S subunits and 50S subunits com-lous difference Patterson map of the W18 derivatized crystals of the
plexed with small subunits. Alternatively, it could be thatHaloarcula marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit with the predicted
we failed to distinguish density arising from the 50Spositions indicated. The map is contoured at 2 s with 1 s increments.
The number 1 and the stars indicate the Patterson peaks expected subunit from density belonging to30S subunits correctly
from the major and minor sites, respectively. when abstracting the 50S map from maps of the whole
(b) Histograms of the largest positive and negative isomorphous E. coli ribosome.
peaks identified in the 14 AÊ isomorphous difference Fourier maps
In order to help identify electron density features inof the HM 50S subunit crystals using phases derived from the HM
the 9 AÊ resolution HM 50S map, it has been compared50S reconstruction or the EC 50S reconstruction (Frank et al.,
with a 9 AÊ resolution map of 5S RNA fragment 1 calcu-1995a). The phases were weighted according to the SigmaA scheme
for the data between 35 and 14 AÊ resolution. lated from its atomic coordinates (Correll et al., 1997).
Many of the strands in the H. marismortui 50S map have
distinct, right-handed spiral ridges that resemble the
are bent, branched in places, about 20 AÊ in diameter, ridges in the 5S fragment map that arise from the duplex
and have distinct, right-handed spiral features expected backbone. Presumably, the spiral ridges in the HM 50S
from double-stranded RNA (Figure 6c). These density map also represent the sugar phosphate backbone. In
features are likely to represent the branched, double- both maps, the spacings between the backbone ridges
helical RNA that constitutes about two-thirds of the sub- vary from that of A-form RNA due to the presence of non-
unit's mass. There are regions where the presumed RNA Watson-Crick base pairs. The right-handedness of the
density iswell separated fromother features and regions strands in the HM 50S map proves that the hand of
of more extensive, unresolved density that could corre- the ribosome was indeed correctly determined by earlier
spond to more tightly packed RNA helices and/or clus- EM studies (Leonard and Lake, 1979) and by the method
ters of protein subunits with RNA (Figures 6a and 6b). of single-particle reconstruction (Radermacher et al.,
1987).Aside from suggesting where protein L1 might be, we
Cell
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Figure 4. Comparison of the 20 AÊ Resolution EM Reconstruction with Both 20 AÊ and 12 AÊ Resolution X-Ray Maps of the HM 50S Subunit
(a) A surface rendering of the EM reconstruction of the 50S subunit at about 20 AÊ resolution. This structure was used in the molecular
replacement study. Previously identified features such as the position of ribosomal protein L1, the L7/L12 region, and the 5S ribosomal RNA
in the central protuberance are labeled. The large subunit is shown in the crown view from the side that interacts with the 30S subunit.
(b) A surface rendition of a 20 AÊ resolution ªall X-rayº electron density map calculated using phases derived by MIRAS using three heavyatom
derivatives. The volume occupied by the map contoured at this level is about 85% of the expected volume of the large ribosomal subunit
calculated from molecular mass. The subunit is shown in the same view as in (a).
Crystal Structure of the 50S Ribosomal Subunit
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Figure 5. Comparison of HM 50S Electron
Density Maps Calculated Using X-Ray- or
EM-Derived Phases and X-Ray Amplitudes
(a) An approximately 20 AÊ thick superposition
of sections through the HM 50S electron den-
sity map, calculated at 20 AÊ resolution using
MIRAS X-ray phasing derived from three de-
rivatives (Table 2) with no solvent flattening.
The dotted line represents the 50S subunit
envelope derived from the EM map positions
by molecular replacement. The map shows a
clear solvent and subunit boundary, and
many of the features, such as the continuous
density near the central 2-fold axis, arevisible
in both the X-ray and EM-phased maps. The
slice through the unit cell was chosen to por-
tray prominent features, such as the L1 re-
gion, central protuberance, and the L7/L12
region.
(b) For comparison, the superposition of the
same sections of a map calculated using HM
50S EM-derived phases and observed X-ray
diffraction amplitudes is shown.
Since rods of electron density, presumed to be RNA, marismortui (this study), E. coli (Frank et al., 1995a; Mal-
hotra et al., 1998), and yeast (Beckmann et al., 1997;crisscross the entire large subunit, it is obvious that
the general architectural principle of this protein±nucleic Verschoor et al., 1998), when the subunits themselves
are aligned. A similar observation was made by Dubeacid assembly is distinctly different from those of
nucleosomes or viruses. RNA and protein are intermin- et al. (1998), who compared ribosomes from rat liver
and E. coli. The tunnel, presumably identical with thatgled, rather than the nucleic acid being wrapped around
a protein core or encased in a protein shell. Present found by Yonath et al. (1987) in the 70S ribosome and
by Milligan and Unwin (1986) in the 80S, is thought tomodels of the small ribosomal subunit based on neutron
scattering, chemical modification, and cryo-EM likewise conduct the nascent polypeptide chain from the pepti-
dyltransferase center to a point where it exits the ribo-place the proteins within a forest of RNA helices (Mal-
hotra and Harvey, 1994; Noller et al., 1995; Mueller and some (reviewed by Eisenstein et al., 1994). In agreement
with this hypothesis, the acceptor end of the P-site-Brimacombe, 1997a, 1997b; Mueller et al., 1997). It ap-
pears (Figures 6a and 6b) that the 50S ribosome struc- bound-fMet-tRNA is foundin the immediatevicinity (z15
AÊ ) of the tunnel entrance (Malhotra et al., 1998), and theture is formed by struts of RNA rods whose branching
cross-links the struts. Proteins may serve to stabilize tunnel exit, on the back of the large subunit, was found
to align with the central pore of the Sec61 channel infurther the branched RNA scaffold.
Rotation of the map shown in Figure 4c by about yeast (Beckmann et al., 1997). According to this interpre-
tation, the peptidyltransferase center must be in the50 degrees around its horizontal axis reveals a tunnel
(Figure 4d). This tunnel aligns with tunnels observed immediate neighborhood of the tunnel entrance shown
in the X-ray-derived map in Figure 4d.in cryo-EM maps of large ribosomal subunits from H.
(c) An X-ray-phased 9 AÊ resolution map oriented as in (a).
(d) The same map as in (c) rotated by about 508 about a horizontal axis to show a tunnel that lies at the back of the peptidyltransferase cleft
in the approximate center of the particle. All maps are displayed by RIBBONS, a crystallographic molecular graphics program (Carson, 1991).
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Figure 6. X-Ray Maps at 14 and 9 AÊ Resolution
(a) The MIRAS map in the crown view at 14 AÊ resolution shown in stereo from the side opposite the 30S subunit. Previously identified features
such as ribosomal protein L1, L7/L12 region, and 5S ribosomal RNA in the central protuberance are labeled. To show the underlying strut-
like architecture, the map is contoured at a high-density level and all density not connected has been removed.
(b) The same MIRAS map shown in the crown view.
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et al., 1996). The number of particles selected was 6150 for 1.25This X-ray crystallographic map of a ribosomal sub-
mm group and 7020 for 2.80 mm group. For each defocus group,unit shows electron density features expected from
one cycle of a 3D projection alignment procedure (Penczek et al.,other structural studies. Although the quality of its phas-
1994) was applied, and a merged, contrast transfer function (CTF)±
ing and the resulting electron density diminishes at reso- corrected reconstruction was computed as described earlier (Zhu
lutions higher than 9±10 AÊ , it constitutes an important et al., 1997). The resulting reconstruction was subjected to five
cycles of refinement. Each cycle started with the appropriately CTF-beachhead for launching an attack on the structure of
modified reconstruction of the previous step, and the step sizethe ribosome at higher resolution. These 9 AÊ resolution
was 28. The resolution of the reconstruction was calculated to bephases should make it possible to find the heavy atom
approximately 20 AÊ (Figure 5).sites in derivatives containing large numbers of single
heavy atoms by difference electron density maps. Addi-
Preparation of Crystals
tionally, improved modeling of the heavy atom cluster Crystals of H. marismortui 50S subunit were grown in high-salt
compounds may improve the phasing quality at higher buffers using PEG 6000 as a precipitant, as described by Yonath
resolution. Thus, we anticipate obtaining higher resolu- and coworkers (van Bohlen et al., 1991). They were grown in hanging
drops by vapor diffusion at room temperature. The thin plates thattion insights into the ribosome's structure and function
resulted had maximum dimensions of 0.5 3 0.5 3 0.1 mm andin the near future.
were harvested after z2 weeks. Crystals were stabilized by gradual
transfer into a solution containing ethylene glycol in addition to otherAbbreviations components of the crystallization buffer and flash frozen in liquid
Abbreviations are as follows: HM50S, Haloarcula mari- propane. Heavy atom derivatives were prepared by soaking crystals
smortui large ribosomal subunit; EC50S, Escherichia coli in stabilization solutions containing the heavy atom compound of
interest at a concentration of 1 mM for 1±6 days. In most cases,large ribosomal subunit; EM, electron microscopy SIR(AS)
the diffraction properties of derivatized crystals did not change uponsingle isomorphous replacement (anomalous scatter-
soaking in heavy atom solutions.ing); MIR(AS), multiple isomorphous replacement (anom-
alous scattering); W18, heavy atom cluster (AsW9O33)2
X-Ray Data Collection and Processing(PhSn)4; W11, heavy atom cluster Cs5(PW11O39{Rh2(CH3 All data were collected at the National Synchrotron Light Source
COO)2}); Ta, heavy atom cluster Ta6Br1212; and L7/L12, (Brookhaven) from crystals frozen at 100 K, using beamlines X12c
the region of the ribosome where proteins L7 and L12 and X12b. For each heavy atom derivative, anomalous diffraction
are located. data were collected at the wavelength where peak anomalous scat-
tering is observed. Diffraction data were recorded using either a
300 mm MAR imaging plate, or a Brandeis 2 3 2 CCD detectorExperimental Procedures
(W. C. Phillips, M. Stanton, D. O'Mara, C. Ingersoll, H. Qian, A.
Stewart, and R. M. S., unpublished data) or a Quantum 4 CCDCells and Ribosomes
detector (Area Detector Systems Corporation). The beam size wasH. marismortui (ATCC 43049) was grown on a slightly modified
200 3 200 mm. The crystals were aligned along the long axis of theversion of ATCC culture medium 1230, which was supplemented
unit cell (570 AÊ ) so that 1.58 oscillations could be used to collectwith 4.3 g of yeast extract, 5.1 g of Tris, and 3.4 g of glucose per
reflections out to 7.0 AÊ resolution at the edge of the detector. Theliter. Bacteria were grown at 378C to an OD550nm between 1.0 and
crystal-to-detector distances varied between 450.0 mm and 900.02.2. They were harvested by centrifugation and stored at 2808C.
mm depending on crystal quality and beam divergence, and theyCells were ruptured using a French press. Ribosomes were prepared
were chosen so that maximum resolution data could be collectedfrom lysates by centrifugation, and subunits were isolated on su-
while avoiding overlapping of spots. Data sets were processed bycrose gradients (Shevack et al., 1985).
using DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski, 1993).
Electron Microscopy
Grids were prepared for cryomicroscopy using standard methods Computational Techniques
(Dubochet et al., 1988; Wagenknecht et al., 1988). The sample was The initial molecular replacement solution was obtained using an
diluted to an optical density at 260 nm of 1.2 immediately before envelope derived from an EM reconstruction of the E. coli 50S sub-
preparation of cryo grids to prevent aggregation, and it was applied unit (see above). The map was stored as an array of densities,
onto grids and flash-frozen for cryo-electron microscopy. Micro- r(x,y,z), on an arbitrary scale, sampled along all three directions
graphs were recorded using low-dose protocols on a Philips EM420 at equal intervals, which were z1/3 of the calculated maximum
microscope at a magnification of 52,2003 6 2%, which was estab- resolution of the map. The map was reduced to a three-dimensional
lished using a tobacco mosaic virus as a standard. step function by assigning unit weight to all points of the array for
which r(x,y,z) was greater than some minimum value and setting all
other points to zero. For the purposes of further computation, it wasImage Processing
Micrographs were checked for drift, astigmatism, and presence of represented as a collection of atoms within the envelope. Direct
rotational searches, based on the Patterson correlation coefficientThon rings by optical diffraction. Scanning was done with a step
size of 25 mm, which corresponds to 4.79 AÊ on the ribosome, using (Huber, 1985; BruÈnger, 1990, 1997), were performed using X-PLOR
(BruÈ nger, 1992) and CNS (BruÈ nger et al., 1998). In these searches,a Perkin Elmer PDS 1010A microdensitometer. A total of 40 micro-
graphs were used, grouped into two defocus settings: 1.25 and the linear scale factor of the reconstruction (the sampling interval)
was varied, as was the threshold at which the envelope was defined.1.80 mm. HM 50S subunit images were automatically selected from
micrographs by comparing them with a reference set of 87 quasi- These two parameters are not completely independent because
calculated structure factors depend primarily on the outer envelope,evenly spaced projection images (Penczek et al., 1994) of the 50S
subunit portion of a 70S E. coli ribosome reconstruction (Frank et as noted previously (Jack et al., 1975). The orientations determined
this way were subjected to Patterson correlation coefficient refine-al., 1995a). This 50S image was carved out of the 70S map using a
lower resolution reconstruction of the 30S subunit from E. coli (Lata ment using data between 100 and 30 AÊ . The results that yielded
(c) A stereo close-up of a 9 AÊ resolution density map showing the region that includes ribosomal protein L1; a backbone ribbon model of part
of the 5S RNA is shown adjacent for scale. The upper part of the density contains ribosomal protein L1, and the rest may represent rRNA
that interacts with L1. The yellow cage is at a lower contour level than the solid blue. The figure was generated with RIBBONS (Carson, 1991).
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relatively high-correlation coefficients were used for translation Carson, M. (1991). Ribbons 2.0. J. Appl. Crystallogr. 13, 458±961.
function searches (Fujinaga and Read, 1987). Correll, C.C., Freeborn, B., Moore, P.B., and Steitz, T.A. Metals,
motifs, and recognition in the crystal structure of a 5S rRNA domain.
(1997). Cell 91, 705±712.MIRAS Phasing
The heavy atom positions for the major binding sites were deter- Dube, P., Wieske, M., Stark, H., Schatz, M., Stahl, J., Zemlin, F.,
mined from combination difference anomalous and isomorphous Lutsch, G., and van Heel, M. (1998). The 80S rat liver ribosome at 25
Patterson maps at various resolution ranges. Solutions were cross- AÊ resolution by electron cryomicroscopy and angular reconstitution.
checked using anomalous and isomorphous difference Fourier Structure 6, 389±399.
maps, based on EM-derived phases. Refinement of the heavy atom Dubochet, J., Adrian, M., Chang, J.-J., Homo, J.-C., Lepault, J.,
cluster compound parameters was performed by maximum likeli- McDowall, A.W., and Schultz, P. (1988). Cryo-electron microscopy
hood minimization of the lack of closure. All atoms in each of the of vitrified specimens. Q. Rev. Biophys. 21, 129±228.
clusters were included. Anomalousscattering was assumed to result
Eisenstein, M., Hardesty, B., Odom, O.W., Kudlicki, W., Kramer,
only from heavy atoms in the cluster. All aspects of the isomorphous G., Arad, T., Franceschi, F., and Yonath, A. (1994). Modeling and
phasing including difference Patterson, difference Fourier map cal- experimental study of the progression of nascent proteins in ribo-
culation, and heavy atom cluster rigid body refinement against lack somes. In Biophysical Methods in Molecular Biology, G. Pifat, ed.
of closure were done using the CNS program package (BruÈnger et (Rehovot, Israel: Balaban Press), pp. 213±246.
al., 1998). Temperature factors were maintainedat 40 AÊ 2 for all atoms
Franceschi, F., Weistein, S., Evers, U., Arndt, E., Jahn, W., Hansen,in each of the clusters, while occupancies were refined as a group,
H.A.S., von Bohlen, K., Berkovitch-Yellin, Z., Eisenstein, M., Agmon,and positions of atoms in clusters were refined as rigid bodies.
I., et al. (1993). Towards atomic resolution of prokaryotic ribosomes:
crystallographic, genetic and biochemical studies. In The Transla-
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